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Abstract 
 

In this paper, the concept of selective real manifolds is extended. It is proved that the product of two 
selective Banach manifolds is a selective Banach manifold. The notion of the α–level differentiation of 
the mappings between selective Banach manifolds is presented. Basic properties of (r, α)–differentiable 
maps are studied. Tangent space at a point of a selective Banach manifold is considered. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Banach spaces are named after the Polish mathematician Stefan Banach, who introduced and made a 
systematic study of them in 1920–1922 along with Hans Hahn and Eduard Helly. Banach spaces originally grew 
out of the study of function spaces by Hilbert, Fréchet, and Riesz earlier in the century. Banach spaces play a 
central role in functional analysis. In other areas of analysis, the spaces under study are often Banach spaces. 
Linear differential equations are often fruitfully studied via teqniques from linear functional analysis, including 
Banach spaces [1, 4]. In contrast, the proper setting for an important class of nonlinear partial differential 

equations is a nonlinear version of functional analysis, that is based on infinite dimensional manifolds modeled on 
Banach spaces [5, 9].  

The problem of finding a mathematical model that can change the signature of a metric on a manifold is 
an interesting topic for both physicists and mathematicians. It was remained unsolved for a long time [6, 
14] and it has been considered from observer viewpoint in [12]. The mathematical model  of one  
dimensional  observer  has  been  considered  first  in  2004 [2, 10].   In  [7, 11], the  notion of multi-

dimensional  observers  introduced,  and  it  is employed  to  prove  a  version  of Tychonoff Theorem  and 
new concept  of topological  entropy  [11]. 

The notion of selective manifolds on Rn, as the suitable finite space for the problem of unity has been 

presented in 2011 [12].  
  In 2009, relative smooth topological spaces were introduced and the properties of continuous relative smooth 
mappings were studied [3]. Moreover, the representation of a relative smooth topology was considered and the 
notion of relative smooth compactness was represented [3].  

     In 2014, the concept of U-equivalence space was introduced and its characteristics are studied. 
Specifically, the notions of U-equivalence continuity and quotient U-equivalence space were considered [13]. 

In this  paper,  we put  forward  the  notion  of a selective  manifold  over a Banach  space [8] and we 
study  its  characteristics.  In this  respect,  we introduce  the  idea  of a selective  manifold  on a Banach  
space  in section  3.  We prove that the product of two selective Banach manifolds is a selective Banach 
manifold.  Next, we present the concept of α–level differentiation of the mappings between  selective 

manifolds  and  we prove  a new version  of chain  rule theorem  for the  mappings between  selective Banach  
manifolds  in section 4.  Then, we study the notion of the tangent space of a selective Banach manifold  at a 
given point in section 5. In the next section, we provide some preliminaries on observers. 
 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

 

Let M  be a set.  By an observer of dimension 𝑚 on M , we mean a mapping  


Jj jIM: , 

where ]1,0[jI    for every  Jj  and mCardJ  .  From a physical point of view, an observer 
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r 

considers finitely many physical parameters like speed, energy etc.  Thus, the product of  ]1,0[  is used in 

order to define an observer mathematically. The observational models are widely applied in biology, 
dynamical systems, and geometry. 

Let    


Jj jIM:  and   


Jj jIM:    be two observers of dimension m , where 

]1,0[jI  for all Jj . By   , we mean that )()( xx jj    for all  Mx  and Jj . We 

write    if      and for given Mx , there  is  )()( xxJj jj   .  

 

Let    and    be two observers of dimension 𝑚 on the set M . We define the two  𝑚  dimensional 

observers     and     by: 

                                                
)};(),(sup{)()( xxx jjj  

 

)}.(),(inf{)()( xxx jjj    

Let 
   be a collection of subsets of    for which the following conditions are satisfied: 

              a1) 
    and   m

, where  


Jj

m x 0)( ; 

              a2)  
  , whenever  

 , ; 

               a3)   if   }{  is any collection of  
 , then  


  , where   is an index set.  

The collection 
  is called the  - topology on M . 

 
3. THE   - SELECTIVE BANACH MANIFOLDS 

 

Let   be an observer of dimension  𝑚 on M .     is called  the  constant  observer  if there  exists 

Jj   such that )(xj  is constant for all Mx . The collection of all constant observers is denoted 

by C . Suppose that r and s be two constant observers with sr  .  If     , then we define 

),(1 sr  by  }.)()()(|{ JjxsxxrMx jjj    

We use the notation 
s

r)( 
 to denote the topology of  M   is generated by  }|),({ 1

  sr  over M . 

Definition  2.1. Let 
s

rCsrK )(,1    and 1K . Put 

}.&,&),(|{ 11

1

1 KUCsrsrUUUK    

 

By a chrat for M , we mean a pair ),( U , where  KU   and   is a one to one mapping  over U such that 

)(U  is a  
nC  Banach  manifold.  Put  

),(|),{(  UUD   is a chart for }M . 
 

D  is called a 
nC    - structure if 

b1) )()( UM KU  ; 

b2)  if  DU ),(    and  DV ),(   for which )()( VU   , then there exist a one to one 

and onto map  VUh :0   and a  
nC  Banach  diffeomorphism  )()(: VUh     such that  

0ohho    , where the restriction of  0h   to VU    is the identity map. 

 

Definition. 2.2.   Let  E   be a Banach space.  ),( DM  is called  a   –selective  Banach  manifold 

modeled over  E  if  D  is a  
nC   –structure. 
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Example. 2.3.   Let  M   be a compact smooth manifold of dimension m .  Put 

 

MMfpfN  :|),{(    is smooth  and p is a hyperbolic  fixed point for }f .  

We  de f i ne  

]1,0[]1,0[: N  

;
1)(

1
,

1)(

1
),(


















ff
pf

pp 
  

whe r e  

 |({)( Cardfp  i s  an e i ge nval ue  o f f at  t he  hype r bo l i c f i xe d po i nt  p  &         });1||||   

and 

 |({)( Cardfp   is an eigenvalue  of f at the hyperbolic  fixed point p   &   })1||||  . 

 

Suppose that r and s  be two arbitrary constant observers on srN , , and  }|),({ 1

   ba . Let 

s

r)(   denotes the topology generated by    over N . Put 

};&,&),(|{ 10

1

0 KUCsrsrUUUK    

where 1K    is as Definition 2.1. We define  

),(: mm RRLU   

);(),( pdfpf   

where p  is a hyperbolic fixed point for f . Then,  }|),{( KUUD     is a smooth  –structure for 

N , and ),( DN  is a   –selective Banach  manifold. 

Let  ),( iDM  be  nC  
i  –selective Banach manifold for }2,1{i .   We write  

21 DD     if there exists 

a one to one map  VUf DVDU 21 ),(),(:        such that ))(()( 21 UfU    and 

2

1)),(( DofUf  , where  
1),( DU  .  

1D  and  
2D    are  called  equivalent  if   

21 DD    and 

12 DD   , where 
iD  is nC  

i  –structure, and 2,1i . 

 

Theorem. 2.4. L e t  ),( DM  b e  a  
nC    -  s e l e c t i v e  B a n a c h  m a n i f o l d .  T h e r e  

e x i s t s  a  
nC   -  structure, A , on M   such that every 

nC  –structure, 0D , on M  with 0DA     

is equivalent to A . 

 

Proof.  If   is the set of 
nC    –structures of M , and  },,{ 21 DD  is a chain of elements  of  , then 

 Ni iDH
|

  is a 
nC   - structure.  

We only prove the second axiom: if  HVU ),(),,(   and )()( VU   , then there exist ji   

such that iDU ),(  , and 
jDV ),(  . Moreover, there is an injective mapping f such that 

jDofUf  )),(( 1 . Since )())(( VUf   , there exists an injective mapping 0  from )(Uf  to V  

and a 
nC  difeomorphism   from )(U  to )(V  such that  oofo 0 . These properties of 

of0  and   imply that axiom (𝑏2) is valid for ),( U  and ),( V . Thus, each chain has a maximal 

element. Therefore, Zorn’s Lemma implies that   has at least one maximal element that we call it A .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Any  
nC    –structure,  A , that satisfies  the  conditions  of Theorem  2.4 is called  a 

nC   maximal 

 –structure. 
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Definition. 2.5.  ),,( AM  is called 
nC  selective Banach manifold if  A  is a 

nC  maximal   - 

structure on M  and  AU
UM




),(
}0{)\(


 . In this case, A  is called a 

nC    - atlas. 

Theorem. 2.6. Let  ),( ii DM  be 
nC  

i - selective Banach manifold for }2,1{i . Then, 

),( 21 MM  is a 
nC    - selective Banach manifold, where 

};),(&),(|){( 21, DVDUVU     

 whenever 

))((:   VUVU   

));(),((),)(( yxyx     

and 

]1,0[]1,0[: 21 MM  

)).(),((),( 21 yxyx    

Proof.  First, we prove 








,

21 )).(()( VUMM  

Let 21),( MMyx   be arbitrary. We have ))(),((),( 21 yxyx   .  Since 











  ).()(&)()( 2211 VyUx  

Then 







 )).((),( VUyx                                    

Thus, 








,

21 )).(()( VUMM                                              (A) 

 
On the other hand, we have 
 

).())(( 21

,

MMVU 





                                               (B) 

 
Thus, 








,

21 )).(()( VUMM  

 

Now, we show the second axiom is satisfied.  Let  ),(),,(   VUVU   for 

which we have 

);()(   VUVU   

then, we obtain 

)).(),(())(),(( 2121   VUVU   

Since )()( 11   UU  , there exists a one to one and onto mapping  UU :0  and a 
nC  

diffeomorphism )()(:   UU   such that 

.0  oo                                                                  (C) 
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  Since )()( 22   VV  , then 

;0  oo                                                   (D) 

for some one to one and onto mapping 
 VV :0

 and some 
nC  diffeomorphism 

)()(:   VV  . Now, we define 

 VUVU  :00
 

)).(),((),)(( 0000 vuvu    

The bijectivity of 0  and   implies  the bijectivity of 00   . 

Also, we define 

)()()()(:   VUVU   

)).(),((),)(( yxyx    

Notice that   is a diffeomorphism since   and   are diffeomorphisms. 

      Finally, we show that the following diagram commutes. 

)()()()(

0

00















VUVU

VUVU





 





 

In fact, for arbitrary 
 VUvu ),( , we have 

).,)](()[(

))(),()((

)))((),)(((

)))(()),(((

))(),()((),)](()[(

00

00

00

vuo

vu

vouo

vu

vuvuo































        □

 

      By use of Theorem 2.6. and induction, we deduce the following theorem: 

Theorem. 2.7. Let  ),( ii DM  be 
nC  i - selective Banach manifold for },,1{ mi  . Then 

( 


m

j jM
1

),  is a 
nC   - selective Bnach Manifold, where 

};,,1,),(|),{(
11

mjDUU jjj

m

j

j

m

j

j  


   





m

j

j

m

j

j

m

j

j

m

j

j UU
1111

))((:        with  



m

j

jm

m

j

j xxx
1

1

1

);(),,()(     

and 





m

j

j

m

j

j IM
11

:      with   );(),,(
1

1 j

m

j

jm xxx 


    

whenever ]1,0[jI  for all },,1{ mj  . 

 
4. THE  - LEVEL DIFFERENTIATION OF MAPS BETWEEN SELECTIVE BANACH MANIFOLDS 

 

In this section, the concept of the ),( r - differentiation of the mappings between selective Banach manifolds 

is presented, and its characteristics are studied. Specifically, a new version of chain rule theorem for the 
composition of mappings between selective Banach manifolds is proved. 

0
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Let ),(
iMi DM   be a 

nC  
i - selective Banach manifold that is modeled over 

iE  for }2,1{i . For every 

]1,0[ , and every mapping 21: MMf  , put 

};)()(&)(&),(&),(|),;,{(
21,   VUVUfDVDUVUK MMf

where 
iMD  is a 

nC  
i  - structure on 

iM , and 
iE  is a Banach space for }2,1{i . 

Definition  3.1. Let the mapping  21: MMf   be as above, 1Mp , and 0r . We say that f  is ),( r

- differentiable at p  if the following conditions are satisfied: 

 

 c1)   ,fK ; 

 c2)  12  of ; 

 c3)  if  and  )(2 V , then ))(()( 1

1 VfV   . 

 c4)   If  
 ,),;,( fKVU  , then the mapping )()(:1 VUofo  

 is a 
rC - map in a 

neighborhood of )( p . 

     Condition (c4) of Definition 3.1. implies that the definition of the ),( r  - differentiable map is independent 

of the choice of the charts. 

Definition  3.2. We say that the mapping f  is continous at p  if 
1ofo  is a continuous map at )( p . 

Remark. 3.3. If f   is ),1( r  - differentiable, then f  is ),( r - differentiable. 

Definition. 3.4. We say that the mapping f  is ),( r –differentiable on M if f  is ),( r –differentiable at 

every p ∈ M .  If r  ,  then   we say that f   is  - smooth  .
 
 

Theorem. 3.5. Let  ),( MDM  be a 
nC   - selective Banach manifold. Then, the identity mapping 

 is ),( r - differentiable for all )Im(  , where  for all . 

Proof. Let )Im(  . Suppose that MDU ),(  for all Mm , where Um , and  )(U , then 

UUid )( . Thus  ,idK  and  )(ido . Let MDV ),(  , and  )(V . Since VVid  )()( 1

, then )()()( 1 VidV   . Finally, the mapping )()(:)( 1 UUoido  
 is differentiable since it is 

the identity mapping on a Banach space.                                                                

Theorem. 3.6. Let  ),(
iMi DM  is a 

nC i - selective Banach manifold for }2,1{i , and 21: MMf   

is a map. If 
2

),( MDV  , then there exists 
1

),( MDU   such that UVf  )(1
. 

Proof. Let 
2

),( MDV  , then ),(1

21 srVV   , where sr,  are two constant observers on 2M , and 

),( 00

1

1 srV   , whenever 0r  and 0s  are two constant observers on 2M , and 
2  . Thus,  

);,()()(

),()()(

)),(()()(

1

11

1

1

21

1

1

2

1

1

11

srVf

srofVf

srfVfVf

























 

where 

}.&))(())(())((|)({

}&)()()(|)({)),((

2

11

2

11

22

11

2

1

Mxxsofofxofofxrofofxf

Mxxsxxrxfsrf












  

Put rrof  , and ssof  . Then, r   and s  are two constant observers on 1M . 

      We claim that 11

1 )( UVf 
, where 

1
),,( 00

1

1    nmU ,  and  0m  and 0n  are constant 

observers on 1M . Notice that 

2
),( MDV 

MMid : mmid )( Mm
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);,()()),(()( 00

1

00

11

1

1 nmofsrfVf     

where  

}.&))(())(())((|)({

}&)()()(|)({)),((

2

1

0

11

0

1

200

1

00

11

Mxxofofsxofofxofofrxf

Mxxsxxrxfsrf












 

Put ofrmof 00,   , and ofsn 00  . Then, for constant observers 
0m  and 

0n  on 1M , we have 

).,()( 00

1

1

1 nmVf     

Since 2  , we get ofof 0  . Thus, 
1

   .                                                             □ 

 

      Here, we establish chain rule Theorem for the composition of the ),( r - differentiable maps between i - 

selective Banach manifolds. 

Theorem. 3.7. Let  ),(
iMi DM  be a 

nC i - selective Banach manifold over a Banach space iE  for 

}3,2,1{i , and 21: MMf   and 32: MMg   be two ),( r - differentiable maps. Then, the 

mapping 31: MMgof   is ),( r - differentiable. 

Proof. Let 1Mp  be given. Since 31: MMg  is ),( r - differentiable, we can choose the charts 

2
)

~
,( MDV   and 

2
)

~~
,( MDW   such that WVgVpfWpfg  )(,)(,))(( , and  

 

                                            .)()( 32   WV                                  (E)                                       
                                                            

 

It follows from Theorem 3.6 that for 
2

)
~

,( MDV  , there exists 
1

),( MDU   such that UVf  )(1
. 

Since 21: MMf   is ),( r - differentiale at p , we have ))(()( 1

12 VfV   . Thus, 

)()( 12 UV   . Now, Equation (E) implies that )()( 31 WU   . 

 
      Also, we have 

);())(()(

))(())((())()((

;)())(())((

3

1

22

1

1

11

1

1

1

WWgV

VfWgfWgof

WVgUfgUgof














 

and 

.)()( 1233   ofofoggofo  

Finally, the mapping 

)(
~~

)(:)
~

()
~~~

()(
~~ 111 WUofooogoogofo   

 

is a 
rC - map at )( p , since 

1~~~ ogo  and 
1~ ofo  are 

rC - maps.                                         

      Let ),(
iMi DM  be a 

nC i - selective Banach manifold over a Banach space iE  for  }.2,1{i  

Definition. 3.8. Suppose that 21: MMf   is an ),( r - differentiable map. f  is called ),( r - 

diffeomorphism if f  is bijective, and 21

1 : MMf 
 is also  ),( r - differentiable. 

Theorem. 3.9. Let  ),(
iMi DM  be a 

nC i - selective Banach manifold over a Banach space iE  for 

21:},3,2,1{ MMfi   be a an  - smooth diffeomorphism, and 32: MMg   be also any map. 

Then g  is  - smooth if and only if gof  is  - smooth. 

Proof. If  32: MMg   is   - smooth, then gof  is  - smooth by Theorem 3.7. 
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      Now, suppose that  
31: MMgof   to be  - smooth, and  be any point in .  Since 

21: MMf   is surjective, there exists 1Mp  such that qpf )( . Put mqg )( . It follows from 

 - smoothness of gof  that  ,gofK  . Thus, there exists 
 ,),:,( gofKWU   such that 

1
),( MDU   around p , and 

3
),( MDW   around m , where WUgof ))(( , and 

  )()( 31 WU . 

      Considering Theorem 3.6, for the mapping 12

1 : MMf 
, and for the chart 

1
),( MDU  , 

VUf  )()( 11
 i.e. VUf )(  for some chart 

2
),( MDV   around 2Mq . Thus, 

.))(())(()( WUgofUfgVg   

Since 12

1 : MMf 
 is  - smooth,  for  the chart 

1
),( MDU   with  )(1 U , we have 

).())(())()(()( 22

11

21 VUfUfU   
 

Therefore,  ,gK . 

      The  - smoothness of 21: MMf   and 31: MMgof   result in 12  of  and 13 )(  gofo , 

respectively. Thus, ofgofo 23 )(   . Since f  is invertible, 23  og . Therefore, Definition 3.1 (c2) is 

satisfied by 32: MMg  . 

      Let 
3

),( MDW  , and   )(3 W . Considering  21: MMf   is  - smooth, we get 

.12  of                                                              (F) 

It follows from invertibility of f  and Equation (F) that 

.1

12

 of                                                     (G) 

Now, considering 31: MMgof   is  - smooth,  and using Equation )(G , we obtain  

)).(()))((())()(()( 1

2

11

1

1

13 WgWgfWgofW     

Therefore, Definition 3.1 (c3) is satisfied by 32: MMg  . 

      Finally, we inspect whether the Definition 3.1 (c4) is satisfied by 32: MMg  . 

).(])([

)()()(

)(

111

111

111



















oofoogofo

ofoooogof

ofofogoogo

 

The mapping 
1)(  ogofo and 

11   oof  are smooth since  and  are  - smooth. Therefore, 

the mapping  
1ogo  is smooth.        

 

5. THE TANGENT SPACE OF SELECTIVE BANACH MANIFOLDS 

 

     In this section, we present the notion of the tangent space to a   - selective Banach manifold at a 

given point, and study its properties. Throughout this section, we assume that every vector space is 

defined over the field F  , where Ϝ = ℝ 𝑜𝑟  𝐹 = ℂ. 

      Assume that ),,( AM  is a 
nC  selective Banach manifold modeled over the Banach space E , and 

1n . For every Mp and  Im , we define an ),( r - differentiable multi-path through p  by a 

multi-function ` M )1,1(: ’ satisfying the following conditions.  

 d1)   ;)0( p  

q 2M

gof 1f
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 d2)   Eo  )1,1(:   is a 
rC  map for all AU ),(  , where    ))1,1((U ,   

          )(U , and 1r . 

We denote  the set of all ),( r –differentiable multi-paths through p  by 
,pW   and  define the relation  

‘∼’ by  

);0(
)(

)0(
)(

~
dt

od

dt

od 
 

 

 

where   ))1,1((U ,   ))1,1((U , and  )(U . This relation is an equivalence relation. 

Definition. 4.1. We denote 
~

,pW
  by )(, MTp


 and call it the tangent space of level   to M at  p . 

      Let   be an ),( r - differentiable multi-path through p , AU ),(  ,    ))1,1((U , and 

 )(U . We define the j th component of   by 

UU

j  )1,1(:     with   UttU

j  )()(  ; 

where )(1 Ut  , Jj , and CardJ . 

     Let 1r . The mapping 
U

j  is a 
rC  map for every Jj . 

      Restricting ~ to U , we have )(][ UTp

U

j  . Put 

}.&)(&),(|),{(, UpUAUUA p  
 

Now, define:  ),(~),( 2211  UU   if the following conditions are satisfied: 

 e1)   )( 21 UUi    is Banach embedded sub-manifold of )( ii U ; 

 e2)    there exists a Banach diffeomorphism )()(: 21 iiii UUUf   ; 

for }2,1{i . 

 

Theorem. 4.2. There exists a one to one correspondence 
],[

, )()(:




U Pp UTMTf  that gives a 

vector space structure to )(, MTp


 by transferring the structure of )(

],[
UT

U P 
 to )(, MTP


. 

Proof.  Define the mapping f  by 

)()(:
],[

, UTMTf
U

PP 



 

  .][)(
],[





U

U

jf  

 

Clearly, f  is one to one and onto. Let )(, , MTw P

   be given. Then )(, MTp


 endowed with the 

operations `+’ and `.’ 

));()(((: 1 wfvffwv  
 

));(.(:. 1 vfcfvc   

is a vector space.  

      In fact, for )()(),(),,( ,, MTMTwvwv pp

   with vv   and ww  , we have 

;))()(())()(( 11 wvwfvffwfvffwv  
 

..))(.())(.(:. 11 vcvfcfvfcfvc  
 

Thus, the operations `+’ and `.’ are well-defined. It is easy to check that the other conditions are held.                                                                                                                                                     
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Definition. 4.3. Let ),(
iMi DM  be a  - selective Banach manifold for 

i Im   where
 

 and 21: MMf   is an ),( r - differentiable mapping at 1Mp . We denote the  - level 

differential of f  at p  by fd p


, and define it as the linear mapping 

)()(:)( 2

,

)(1
21 MTMTfd pfpp

    

   ; fo  

where 1)1,1(: M , and p)0( . 

 

      The observers have an essential role in ),( r - differentiability of mappings between  -selective 

Banach manifolds so that a mapping that is ),( r - differentiable with respect to a given observer may 

not be ),( r - differentiable with respect to another choice of observer. As an example, for the constant 

mapping cf  , consider the observer for which  ,fK . In this case, f  is not ),( r - differentiable. 

 

Theorem. 4.4. Let   be a 
nC  i - selective Banach manifold for }2,1{i , and 

21: MMf   is a constant mapping. If f  is ),( r - differentiable, then 0fd p


 for all 1Mp . 

 

Proof. Since f  is ),( r - differentiable, then  ,fK . Thus, 0)( 1

)(  ofod p  for every   

 (
 ,),;, fKVU  . Therefore for all 0,1  fdMp p


.                                                               

 
6. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, the concept of the  –selective Banach manifold is introduced, and its fundamental 

properties are studied.  Specifically, it is proved that the product of two selective Banach manifolds is a 

selective Banach manifold.   Next,  the  concept  of the   –level  differentiation of the  mappings between  

selective Banach  manifolds  is presented and  a version  of chain  rule theorem  is given for the mappings  
between  –selective Banach  manifolds.  Moreover, the notion of the tangent space of a selective Banach  

manifold  at a given point is studied. 
It will be interesting to establish a new version of Inverse Function Theorem for the  –selective Banach 

manifolds for further research. 
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